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Overview

Objective: 
 
To attain user insight on design preference, click success and memorization of page 
elements in order to determine ideal home page design. 

The Tests: 
 
Preference Tests
Comparison of two different design approaches of essentially the same content and 
features to determine which design users preferred the most.
 
Memory Tests
Users were allowed to view a design element for five seconds and then asked a series of 
questions to determine what was recalled most from different designs.
 
Click Tests
Users were given a task to click on one or more pages to determine which option or path 
was easiest to execute each task.
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Test 1 - Home Preference Test - 100 responses

Alternative #1 

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/d67157e1086c/results/bc727842c313

Alternative #2 is performing better and the difference is 90.33% likely to be statistically significant. This 
means that you can be fairly confident that it is actually better, and not performing better due to 
random chance.

Recommendation: Neither design appears to be a wrong choice. It primarily becomes a brand 
positioning decision. The additional tests in this document will shed better direction on specific features 
and help make an educated decision on final direction.

Alternative #2Chosen 43 | 43% Chosen 57 | 57%
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Test 2 - Product Preference Test 1 - 50 responses

Alternative #1 

Alternative #1 is performing better and the difference is 99.87% likely to be statistically significant. 
This means that you can be very confident that it is actually better, and not performing better due to 
random chance.

Recommendation: Eliminate Alternative #2 from consideration.

Alternative #2

Chosen 36 | 72.0%

Chosen 14 | 28.0%

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/36392643ecc0/results/94066a2d1b02
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Test 3 - Product Preference Test 2 - 50 responses

Alternative #1 

Alternative #1 is performing better, but the difference is not statistically significant.

Recommendation: Becomes a decision for the brand on the final design direction. The following tests 
will provide additional direction on specific decisions.

Considerations: Link color and scale of category labels/links. Pricing display will be covered in Product 
Memory Test section.

Alternative #2

Chosen 28 | 56.0%

Chosen 22 | 44.0%

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/ad5a39377bc0/results/a64d9ddee8d2
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Test 4 - Product Memory Test 1, 2 and 3 - 50 responses each

Question 1: What do you recall most from this experience?

Alternative #1

Alternative #2

Alternative #3

Consideration: 
Knocked out furniture  
was more easily 
recognized.
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Test 4 - Product Memory Test 1, 2 and 3 - 50 responses each

Question 2: What types of products do you feel this company sells?

Alternative #1

Alternative #2

Alternative #3

Consideration: 
Knocked out furniture  
was more easily 
recognized.
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Test 4 - Product Memory Test 1, 2 and 3 - 50 responses each

Question 3: What do you recall most about product pricing?

Alternative #1

Alternative #3
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Test 4 - Product Memory Test 2 - 50 responses

Question 1: What do you recall most from this experience?

Alternative #1

Price mentioned: 10 times

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/591b15df9b21/results/8de86eadaad
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Test 4 - Product Memory Test 2 - 50 responses

Question 2: What types of products do you feel this company sells?

Alternative #1

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/591b15df9b21/results/8de86eadaad
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Test 4 - Product Memory Test 2 - 50 responses

Question 3: What do you recall most about product pricing?

Alternative #1

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/591b15df9b21/results/8de86eadaad

Payment terms mentioned: 
6 times
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Test 4 - Product Memory Test 3 - 51 responses

Question 1: What do you recall most from this experience?

Alternative #2

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/ac25f9a75f00/results/938f79c27c43
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Test 4 - Product Memory Test 3 - 51 responses

Question 2: What types of products do you feel this company sells?

Alternative #2

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/ac25f9a75f00/results/938f79c27c43
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Test 4 - Product Memory Test 1 - 50 responses

Question 1: What do you recall most from this experience?

Alternative #3

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/ef59fbd4099e/results/2008081093f5

Price mentioned: 8 times
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Test 4 - Product Memory Test 1 - 50 responses

Question 2: What types of products do you feel this company sells?

Alternative #3

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/ef59fbd4099e/results/2008081093f5
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Test 4 - Product Memory Test 1 - 50 responses

Question 3: What do you recall most about product pricing?

Alternative #3

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/ef59fbd4099e/results/2008081093f5

Payment terms mentioned: 
4 times

Recommendation: Becomes a decision for the brand on the final design direction. The following tests 
will provide additional direction on specific decisions.

Considerations: Link color and scale of category labels/links. Pricing display will be covered in Product 
Memory Test section.
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Test 4 - Product Memory Test 2 - 50 responses

Question 1: What do you recall most from this experience?

Alternative #1

Alternative #3

Recommendation: Proceed with Alternative #1 and its display of price and per week. 

Consideration: Evaluate link color and scale of category labels/links as displayed in Alternative #3. 
Knock out furniture imagery to white background.
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Test 5 - Navigation Preference Test 1 - 50 responses

Alternative #1 

Alternative #2 is performing better and the difference is 99.67% likely to be statistically significant. 
This means that you can be very confident that it is actually better, and not performing better due 
to random chance.

Recommendation: Proceed with Alternative #2 navigation style for desktop displays.

Alternative #2

Chosen 15 | 30.0%

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/c61b3179117d/results/db039611c5

Chosen 35 | 70.0%
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Test 5 - Navigation Preference Test 2 - 50 responses

Alternative #1 

Alternative #2 is performing better, but the difference is not statistically significant.

Recommendation: Proceed with Alternative #2 navigation style for desktop displays.

Consideration: Display subcategory options (where available) in fly-down menu of Alternative #2.

Alternative #2

Chosen 22 | 44.0%

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/a3696630f5db/results/79622967d50e

Chosen 28 | 56.0%
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Test 6 - Video Preference Test 1 - 50 responses

Alternative #1 

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/48cc7d58d237/results/263cf1afc0b0

Alternative #2 is performing better and the difference is 98.36% likely to be statistically significant. This 
means that you can be confident that it is actually better, and not performing better due to random 
chance.

Alternative #2Chosen 17 | 34% Chosen 33 | 66%
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Test 6 - Video Preference Test 2 - 50 responses

Alternative #1 

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/9e5e8973daa2/results/dfadf12acf6e

Alternative #1 is performing better but the difference is only 89.87% likely to be statistically significant. 
This means that there’s still a 10.13% chance that it is performing better due to random chance alone.

Alternative #2Chosen 30 | 60% Chosen 20 | 30%
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Test 7 - Video Click Test 1 - 51 responses

Instructions: Where would you click to see a video about how Rent-A-Center works?

Alternative #1

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/bf28be08cd37/results/74fc01fbbf42
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Test 7 - Video Click Test 2 - 50 responses

Instructions: Where would you click to see a video about how Rent-A-Center works?

Alternative #2

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/14110262eca7/results/35630c04a378
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Test 7 - Video Click Test 3 - 50 responses

Instructions: Where would you click to see a video about how Rent-A-Center works?

Alternative #3

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/2dcf9c7acbc7/results/d3c050fd1be9
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Test 6 - Video Preference Test

Recommendation: Proceed with Alternative #2 as it is more visually preferred and successful clicks are 
essentially the same in all three options.

Alternative #2
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Test 8 - Hero Preference Test

Alternative #1 

Alternative #1 is performing better and the difference is 99.98% likely to be statistically significant. This 
means that you can be extremely confident that it is actually better, and not performing better due to 
random chance.

Recommendation: Proceed with Alternative #1 hero display.

Alternative #2

Chosen 68 | 68.0% 

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/ce47a4ff2a55/results/20ae089c6977

Chosen 32 | 32.0%
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Test 9 - Furniture Group Test 1 - 101 responses

Instructions: How would you go about finding FURNITURE GROUPS from this site?

Alternative #1

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/45b41f158c93/results/bb578065404b
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Test 9 - Furniture Group Test 2  - 100 responses

Instructions: How would you go about finding FURNITURE GROUPS from this site?

Alternative #2

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/4210992e9df/results/e303b239a8d5

Recommendation: Proceed with 
Alternative 2 navigation.
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Test 10 - Store Click Test 1 - 50 responses

Instructions: Where would you click to find your nearest store?

Alternative #1

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/ea76922eab07/results/f51e741ed9c7
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Test 10 - Store Click Test 2 - 50 responses

Instructions: Where would you click to find your nearest store?

Alternative #2

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/f89a7037f66c/results/d7e7d72faac

Recommendation: 
Proceed with 
Alternative #2 
navigation. Consider 
improvements to 
labeling/display  
when designing full 
geo-targeting flow.
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Test 11 - Mobile Home Preference Test - 50 responses

Alternative #1 

https://usabilityhub.com/tests/b30a17c07199/results/24ac236fc0c1

Alternative #2 is performing better but the difference is only 89.87% likely to be statistically significant. 
This means that there’s still a 10.13% chance that it is performing better due to random chance alone.

Consideration: Run further testing to determine more specifics on elements such as navigation 
treatment, above the fold preference and click tests to determine ease of use.

Alternative #2Chosen 20 | 40% Chosen 30| 60%


